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Elderly viewers sometimes feel that the
speech in a broadcast is too fast to listen to
comfortably. For this reason, the Science &
Technical Research Laboratories constructed
a "speech-rate conversion technology" that
enables viewers to adjust the sound to a
slower pace, while maintaining speech pitch
and quality, yet without extending the
entire program time slot.

In 2002, a radio system* equipped with

this function was
released and
eagerly accepted
by the public.
Recently, a new
TV system*
equipped with the
same function was put on the market. This
TV system can receive digital broadcasting
services, and has the following features:  

The speech rate can be adjusted by
simply pressing the "slow" button on a
remote control device.
The slowed-speech does not delay sound
presentation in comparison with its video
counterpart.  
It is helpful not only for the elderly. For
example, learners of a foreign language
can use it to listen to a broadcast in a
foreign language at a slower rate to aid
comprehension.  

* Manufactured by Victor Company of Japan

Commercialization of a TV with Slowed Speech Rate Sound
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This summer's Athens Olympics was the biggest sporting event of 2004.  NHK offered
high-definition broadcasts of the games from Athens and provided daily updates on
medalists in each event, as well as reports on the achievements of all the Japanese
athletes. These broadcasts were done virtually live and took advantage of digital data
broadcasts via satellite.  We feel that the broadcasts were the fruit of NHK's many years of
research on high-definition TV and digital technology.

We have just finished making a DVD that describes the research presently going on at
STRL.  This DVD offers an easy-to-understand introduction to our latest research results
that were put on public display during 2004.  Some of the technologies featured in this
DVD are still a long way from the practical application stage, but we hope that some
may be the seeds of new technologies that will eventually succeed digital high-definition
broadcasting.


